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Issues identified
 Time taken to 
catalogue
 Double handling
 Record ‘richness’
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Under ‘Import’ there are several options – one 
of which is ‘Aleph sequential’
(replaces screenshot of the import screen)
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http://orbi.ulg.ac.be/handle/2268/494
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Spreadsheets 
& 
Catalogue records
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Then, over at EPrints......
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The scary technical stuff*
 Aleph export plugin is a Perl script which is based 
on EPrints APIs (API stands for Application 
Programming Interface)
 http://wiki.eprints.org/w/How_to_write_plugins
 Query based on defined criteria (from the 
spreadsheet)
 Manipulates the search results into the Aleph 
format and then prints out to a DOC file.
* someone else deals with this!
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Working with EThOS
 Misattributed theses
 Spellings
 Abstracts
 Streamline process 
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Plus points
 Greater technical understanding
 How to explain complex things to non-
experts
 A more comprehensive catalogue
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http://eprints.kingston.ac.uk/
http://icat.kingston.ac.uk
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k.clifford@kingston.ac.uk
http://eprints.kingston.ac.uk/id/eprint/23511
